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Abstract — Automatic user state recognition for hand gesture based television (TV) control system is gaining more importance from the researchers. Most of electronic devices focus on the hand gesture recognition algorithm and the corresponding user interface. Embedded System based gesture recognition control system provides 100% touch-free interaction with the device. Most of existing works focus on the hand gesture recognition algorithm and the corresponding user interface, while the power consumption or computational cost is not considered carefully. It overcomes the performance in terms of sensors and hardware cost which is also too high. In practice, keeping the camera device and the gesture recognition module running all the time often costs much energy. Till now, few methods have been reported to solve this problem. This paper proposes an automatic user state recognition scheme to recognize the TV user’s state and activate the camera-based gesture recognition module only when the user is trying to control the TV. Specifically, the user's behavior active or not is detected by low-cost sensors, the user's gaze watching TV or not is tracked by the face-based view detection, and the user's state is then decided according to a finite-state machine composed of four states: Absent, Other Actions, Controlling, and Watching. The prototypes based on an ultrasonic distance sensor array, a red-green-blue (RGB) camera, and a depth camera are implemented and tested. The results show that the proposed scheme can effectively reduce the power consumption or computational cost of the original hand gesture based control schemes.

Index Terms — TV control, automatic user state recognition, finite state machine, hand gesture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gesture is defined a motion of limbs or any other body part which are made to emphasize speech. It can also be defined as an act or a remark made as a sign of attitude. A gesture is scientifically categorized into two distinctive categories: dynamic and static. A waving hand means goodbye is an example of dynamic gesture and the stop sign is an example of static gesture. It is necessary to explain all the static and dynamic gestures over a period of time in order to understand full message. Gesture recognition is interpretation of human motion by computing device. Television (TV) is widely used all around the world. Till now, the TV display screen has been innovated for several generations while the TV controller keeps nearly unchanged during a long period. Recently, with the enrichment of TV programs, more and more frequent controlling operations such as channel switching and program searching are required, which makes the traditional point-click-style hand-held TV controller inconvenient. Taking the channel switching for example, it requires the user to lower his/her head to first see and then press the small buttons. Next, he/she needs to look up at the TV screen to see whether the program is the expected one. Otherwise, he has to repeat this process to switch the channel. The frequent looking-up-and-down reduces the control speed and affects user experiences to a large extent.

Additionally, some hand-free controlling means have also been studied, e.g., voice control [8][9]. With the speech recognition module, the TV can interpret the user's voice command and then response accordingly. However, there are still difficulties in voice control. Firstly, the speech recognition algorithm is not mature enough due to large number of vocabularies and various dialects. Secondly, the interference including the environmental noise and the voice coming from the TV’s speaker will affect voice recognition to a large extent and are not easy to eliminate [8]. Additionally, the recognition module is always kept on in order to detect when and what kind of voice command is activated, which leads to much computational cost and power consumption.

Another kind of hand-free controlling is the hand gesture based TV control [10][11]. The detected and recognized hand gestures are used as the command signals for TV controlling. Some user interfaces, e.g., icon-based interface [10] or motion-based interface [11], are adjusted accordingly in order to support natural hand control. Free-hand control makes the controlling much easier for the user to master and use, and some new sensors capable of depth detection have been developed for more accurate hand gesture recognition [12][13], which makes it a potential future for TV control.

Fig. 1: Different types Hand Gestures

However, similar with the speech recognition module in voice control, the hand gesture recognition module is kept running all the time in order to detect the activation gesture for launching the gesture control. Thus, the means to reduce the computational cost or power consumption should be considered carefully.
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However, similar with the speech recognition module in voice control, the hand gesture recognition module is kept running all the time in order to detect the activation gesture for launching the gesture control. Thus, the means to reduce the computational cost or power consumption should be considered carefully.
Generally, with respect to the energy consumption, two aspects are considered: the sensor device, e.g., a red-green-blue (RGB) camera or a depth camera, and the gesture recognition module. Intuitively, it is not necessary to make these sensors always run especially when the user is not controlling the TV. Additionally, it is not reasonable for the user to turn on/off the gesture recognition module frequently and manually during TV watching. Thus, it is a key challenge to select the timing for automatically turning on and off the device or recognition module, which has not been carefully considered in existing works.
II. RELATED WORK

There exist some works on hand gesture based TV control. With respect to the gesture's features, there are two types, i.e., static gesture recognition and dynamic gesture recognition. With respect to the recognition sensors, there are two types, i.e., the recognition based on RGB camera and the one based on depth camera.

Static hand gestures are identified by the shape of hand, including position, orientation and number of fingers. A straightforward static gesture control method is hand-based mouse that changes hand gestures into mouse manipulations [10]. Specifically, the palm is detected and tracked for implementing the mouse moving, the change from palm to fist is detected for mouse clicking, and the fist is detected and tracked for mouse dragging. Some other controlling methods use a specific number of fingers and their angles [14], a predefined sequence of gesture state transitions [15], or the index finger and thumb [16][17]. Generally, during static gesture controlling, hand poses have to keep static for a certain period of time. Although the correct recognition rate can be increased, the controlling action is not natural enough.

Differently, the dynamic hand gesture methods, which recognizing hand motion patterns as command signals, seem more natural for TV control [18]. For example, the gesture drawing based on motion tracking is used for command signals [11]. In this scheme, hand gestures are recognized by capturing the motion path when the user draws different symbols in the air. These gestures are used to interact with the TV. For dynamic hand gesture recognition, it is important to define a suitable set of motion patterns easy to remember and recognize. Currently, two kinds of devices are popular: the RGB camera and the depth camera. Especially, the latter provides three-dimension information of hand or finger position, and could thus improve the hand motion recognition. With a RGB camera, the two-dimension motion information of hand is decided [18][19]. Generally, due to the camera's high resolution, the color information can be used to accelerate the detection of hand regions. This kind of camera is now inexpensive and acceptable by TV manufactures or consumers. However, the camera is often sensitive to light conditions in room, which degrades hand recognition.

The depth camera is now attracting more and more researchers and engineers, although the available resolution of the depth map is still low [12][20][21]. Now, three kinds of depth camera are often used: the camera array for stereo vision, the camera based on time of flight (TOF), and the one based on structured light. For example, various motions are recognized from the spatiotemporal trajectory features composed of horizontal, vertical, temporal, and depth information captured by a TOF camera [12]. In another scheme, the TOF camera is combined with RGB camera to improve the hand gesture recognition [20]. The depth camera based on TOF or structured light is often robust against light changes in room, and is thus suitable for various environments.

As can be seen, with the improvement of sensing devices and recognition algorithms, the free-hand TV control scheme can provide higher recognition rate and more natural user experiences. Nevertheless, the system's energy consumption is a concern and still not considered carefully, e.g., the computational cost on continuous gesture recognition, or power consumption on continuous device running. Some novel methods are expected to activate or sleep the devices and recognition modules adaptively according to the user state. This paper will propose a solution for this problem.

III. THE PROPOSED HAND GESTURE BASED LOW-COST TV CONTROL SYSTEM

This paper proposes an automatic user state recognition scheme to recognize the TV user's state efficiently before activating or sleeping the camera device and hand gesture recognition module. The considered user states, including Absent, OtherAction, Controlling, and Watching, are initialized and updated according to the results of action detection and presentation detection based on low-cost sensors. Thus, the camera device and hand gesture recognition module are activated adaptively to reduce the system's computational cost and power consumption. The proposed TV control system, targeted for low-cost hand gesture control in an automatic manner, composed of both hardware and embedded software components. Fig. 1 shows the hardware components, including the TV, set-top box, and the other sensors connected to the TV system, including the RGB or depth camera module and ultrasonic distance array module. The embedded software components which connect
the sensors with the TV, process the sensor data, and drive the TV control process will be presented as follows.

Fig. 2. The proposed TV control system’s hardware components include the TV, set-top box, and some sensors, including the RGB or depth camera module and ultrasonic distance array module.
A. Overview of the Proposed Control System

Compared with traditional TV control systems based on hand gestures, the proposed system introduces a new scheme, named Automatic User State Recognition (AUSR). This scheme consists of several steps, e.g., the user state initialization or updating, the device activation or sleeping, the recognition module activation or sleeping, and the user input notification, as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the ultrasonic distance array and camera module, the user's action is detected and user state is initialized or updated automatically. The user state tells whether the user is controlling the TV or not, and will be defined in the following section. If the user is controlling the TV, the camera device and gesture recognition module will be turned on, and the user will be informed to begin hand gestures by e.g., displaying a message on the screen. Otherwise, the camera device or gesture recognition module is slept in order to save energy. When informed to begin, the user makes control gestures, which will be recognized by the system and then drive the TV. In the following content, the AUSR, including user state definition, initialization and transition based on automatic action detection and presentation detection, will be introduced in detail, and the performance evaluation on the implemented hand gesture based TV control systems will be presented.

Fig. 3. The proposed TV control system's software components include user state initialization or updating, camera device and hand gesture recognition module activation or sleeping, user input informing, etc. The user's action is detected in order to decide the intention to control TV.

According to user's actions in front of TV, the user state is classified into four types, i.e., Absent, OtherAction, Controlling, and Watching. Absent means no user is sitting in front of the TV although it may be open. OtherAction means that some user is sitting in front of the TV and doing
something, but he is not watching or controlling the TV. *Controlling* means that the user is controlling the TV, e.g., changing the channel or adjusting the volume. *Watching* means the user is watching TV. Based on Finite-State Machine (FSM), these states are denoted by \((A=0,B=0)\), \((A=1,B=0)\), \((A=1,B=1)\), and \((A=0,B=1)\), respectively. Here, if the user's intentional motion in front of the TV is detected, then \(A=1\), otherwise \(A=0\). If the user is looking at the TV screen, then \(B=1\), otherwise \(B=0\). These user states, together with the state transition, are defined in Fig. 3.

**Fig. 4.** The defined user states in TV watching, including *Absent*, *OtherAction*, *Controlling*, and *Watching*. Seven conditions may drive the state transition based on Finite-State Machine (FSM).

The user state will be changed from *Absent* to *OtherAction* if the user comes in front of the TV, from *OtherAction* to *Controlling* if the user makes hand gestures to control the TV, from *Controlling* to *Watching* if the user keeps silent and stays to watch TV, from *Watching* to *Controlling* if the user makes hand gestures to control the TV, from *Watching* or *Controlling* to *OtherAction* if the user does something else in front of TV, and from *OtherAction* to *Absent* if the user leaves the TV region. In the proposed scheme, these conditions for state transition are detected automatically based on the ultrasonic sensor array and the RGB or depth camera.

**C. User State Initialization**

To initialize the user state automatically, whether the user is intentionally acting or looking at the TV screen are detected by the proposed action detection and the presentation detection respectively. Firstly, based on the ultrasonic distance array, the user’s action is detected and intentional action is decided (\(A=0\) or 1). Then, based on the RGB or depth camera, the user head and face are detected and the gaze is decided (\(B=0\) or 1). Finally, based on the decisions (on \(A\) and \(B\)), the user state is determined accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4. The action detection and presentation detection will be introduced in detail next.

**Action detection.** To identify the user state automatically, it is important to detect whether there exist user actions in front of the TV. Considering that the user may do anything including walking, standing, sitting, shaking the head, shaking the hand, etc., it is difficult to recognize the exact action type.
with a machine. Fortunately, in the scheme proposed in this paper, it only needs to decide whether the user is actively moving, while whether he/she is watching TV will be decided based on methods, which decides the movements by detecting the differences between adjacent images captured by a camera, is a possible solution. However, this method would introduce high computational cost caused by pixel-to-pixel comparison. Alternatively, in this paper, the ultrasonic sensor array composed of low-cost distance sensors is adopted to detect movements. Generally, the ultrasonic distance sensor [22][23] has certain sensing space denoted by the angle $\theta$ and maximal distance $D$, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The action detection is composed of several steps, including distance detection, movement detection, single sensor based action decision, and sensor array based action decision. In the sensing space, at moment $t$, the distance between an object and the sensor can be detected in real time and the outputted distance $L(t)$ is
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Presentation detection. To decide the user state, the presentation detection procedure which detects whether the user is looking at the TV screen will be done first. Intuitively, gaze tracking may be a solution [24], except that it often needs a special device with an infrared ray emitter. Another way is to detect the face followed by the view angle detection, which often costs much computation. Here, to keep low cost, only face detection is adopted. To decide the viewpoint, the face templates are restricted by frontal and side faces in certain angles, i.e., horizontal angle, vertical angle ranges are regarded watching TV. Based on the face library, the face detection is done to tell whether the user is looking at the TV screen. If at least one face is detected from the captured environment, the user is considered as watching the TV,
otherwise not. Here, the face detection constructed on Haar feature extraction and AdaBoost classification [25][26] is adopted to obtain fast face detection. Based on the results of action detection and presentation detection, the user state is decided according to the principles in Table 1. That is, if A=1 and B=1 then the user state is Controlling, if A=1 and B=0 then the user state is OtherAction, if A=0 and B=1 then the user state is Watching, and if A=0 and B=0 then the user state is Absent.
TABLE I

USER STATE INITIALIZATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(the intentional motion is detected)</td>
<td>Set (A=1,B=1) - Controlling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(the face watching TV is detected)</td>
<td>Set (A=1,B=0) - OtherAction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set (A=0,B=1) - Watching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(the face watching TV is detected)</td>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set (A=0,B=0) - Absent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. User State Transition

In the proposed scheme, the user state is updated automatically according to the following steps, shown in Fig. 8. Firstly, the action detection is done to decide whether the user is moving intentionally. If no movement is detected, the inactive time will be counted and compared with the threshold $T_m$. If the inactive time is bigger than $T_m$, then the user state will be changed, otherwise not. Here, $T_m$ is used to decide the user state transition when the user does not move during this period. For example, the user state may be changed from *Controlling* to *Watching*, if the user watches TV without movements during the $T_m$ period after several controlling actions. If the intentional movement is detected, the presentation detection will be followed with respect to the original user state, and the user state will be updated accordingly. Specially, the user state may be forced to be initialized in order to avoid deadlocks caused by unexpected environment changes. Each kind of user state may be updated according to the principles shown in Table 2. As can be seen, if no intentional movement is detected, the camera device or presentation detection module will not be activated. Additionally, even though the movement is detected, if the original user state is *Absent*, the user state is transited to *OtherAction* directly with no need to activate the camera device or presentation detection module. Only when the movement is detected and the original user state belongs to \{*OtherAction*, *Controlling*, *Watching*\}, the camera device and presentation detection module will be activated.

E. Hand Gesture Recognition

The hand gesture recognition module and camera device are activated when the user state is *Controlling*. Firstly, the user is informed to begin or end hand gestures by through the message feedback on TV screen. Otherwise, the hand gesture detection will not be launched in order to save the system's computational cost or power consumption. Additionally, even during hand gesture period, the gesture is only detected continuously in $T_t$. $T_t$ is the threshold for restrict the time period permitted for the user to do hand gestures. During this period, the recognition module will always be running. If no hand gestures are detected during this period, the gesture recognition module will be end. The goal here is to reduce the computational or power cost. For the hand gesture recognition, the algorithm based on the RGB or depth camera can be used.
Fig. 7. The user state transition is composed of the steps: action
detection, inactive time counting, camera activation, and presentation
detection.

TABLE II
USER STATE TRANSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Algorithm of User State Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If (the intentional motion is detected) If (A=1 and B=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gestures Else if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A=0 and B=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else if (A=1 and B=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if (the face watching TV is detected) Set (A=1,B=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if (the face watching TV is detected) Set (A=1,B=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else if (the intentional motion is not detected for a long time) If (A=1,B=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set (A=0,B=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(A=1,B=1) Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A=0,B=1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The TV control prototypes are composed of a LCD TV (Liquid-crystal-display televisions), an ultrasonic sensor array, a RGB or depth camera, and the low-cost computing module embedded in a Personal Computer (PC), as shown in Fig. 9. In detail, the TV screen is 42-inch (0.93-meter height, and 0.52-meter width) with the optimal controlling distance ranging from 1.0 meters to 3.5 meters, and thus the face library is composed of faces with the angle (α=25°, β=15°, Φ=30°). The ultrasonic sensor array is composed of four distance sensors, each of which has the sensing angle of θ=15° and maximal sensing distance D=4.5m. At the distance of 3.5 meters, the sensing square's size S=2.7m. The RGB camera outputs the picture with resolution 1024x768, and depth camera with resolution 640x480. In experiments, the low cost means based on various hand gesture recognition algorithms.
will be evaluated and discussed, including the study on user behavior, the user state detection accuracy, and the energy consumption with respect to different gesture algorithms.

![ Implemented TV control system](image)

**Fig. 8.** The implemented TV control system (a), composed of TV, sensor array, camera and embedded computing module, and the implemented user control interface. In this implementation, "Now, begin your hand gestures…" appears for about 3 seconds only when the user turns to the state, Controlling, from another state. But, this note is not a must.

### A. The Considered Hand Gesture Recognition Algorithms

Three kinds of hand gesture recognition algorithms are considered, i.e., the icon-based hand gesture [10], motion-based hand gesture [11], and depth camera based hand gesture [12]. In the icon-based hand gesture, the palm and fist are detected to simulate the mouse operations, such as clicking and double clicking. In the motion-based hand gesture, the hand is tracked, and the drawing path is recognized as command signal. Here, the recognized dynamic hand gestures include swift left, right, up, and down. In depth camera based hand gesture, the hands, as parts of the human body, are detected and tracked by making use of the depth information. Here, some dynamic hand gestures are recognized, including swift left, right, up, down, back, and forward. Some hand detection and tracking results are shown in Fig. 10.

![ Hand detection and tracking results](image)

**Fig. 9.** Results of hand detection and tracking, including the hand (up) and fist (bottom) detection (a), hand tracking (b), and depth based hand detection (c) (up, the depth image, and bottom, the human skeleton with hands detected).

For each user, the actions during one hour (continuously) are recorded, and the corresponding user states are classified manually. The four user states' percentages corresponding to young, middle or old user are summarized and averaged, as shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen, during TV watching, old people often pay more attention (about 70% percents) to TV screen than young and middle user do, while they also leave the TV for other things for more time than other users. This is because old users prefer quiet environment, do only one thing at certain time, but may not sit for a long time due to health condition. On the other side, young and middle users often spend more time (more than 15% percents) to do something else during watching TV, e.g., Internet access with the tablet or pad, and message talking with the smart phone. For all the users, they spend little time (less than 10% percents) to control the TV, although young users may switch the channel frequently. This user study proves the reasonability to reduce the control cost automatically by considering of user behavior.

![ User states](image)

**Fig. 10.** User states distribution. Young, Middle, Old.

### B. User Study

Four types of user states have been considered for TV watching, i.e., Absent, OtherAction, Controlling, and Watching. A user study has been made to see these user states' frequency. In this study, 6 persons are considered: 2 young users (younger than 30 years), 2 middle-age users (between 31 years and 50 years), and 2 old users (older than 50 years). For
C. Automatic User State Recognition

Considering that the action detection algorithm decides the user’s action based on the range of motion during certain time, the parameters, $P$, $R$, $K$ and $Q$ in (2), (3), (4) and (6), can thus be determined. $P$ is the sampling interval generally no less than 0.1 second which is the delay human eyes can distinguish. $K$ is the length of action sequence, and $K \times P$ is the period during which the user’s action can be decided. $R$ is the threshold of motion amplitude used to decide the intentional action. $Q (0 < Q \leq K)$ is the threshold of continuous action used to decide that the action sequence is continuous enough for an effective action. $T_{in}=50s$ is recommended for the inactive time interval of action detection, and $T_{f}=10s$ for the idle time interval of hand gesture recognition. To get the optimal parameters, some tests are done for normal TV watching. In these tests, more than 100 times of user state transitions during 4 hours are considered. The correct action detection rate (Cadr) is measured with respect to different parameters. Here, Cadr is defined as the $f$-measure [23] of action detection by considering of both false positive errors and false negative errors. The relation between $P$, $R$, $K$, $Q$ and Cadr are shown in Fig. 12. In the first experiment, the action decision period $K \times P$ is tested when $R=0.1$ and $Q=K/2$. As can be seen from Fig. 12(a), the correct action detection rate keeps nearly 100% as long as $K \times P$ ranges between 1.5 and 4 whenever $P=0.05$ or
P=0.2. It means that the action decision period is more sensitive than the sampling interval, and the TV user's action can be detected correctly based on 1.5 to 4 seconds’ accumulations. In the second experiment, the intentional action threshold R is tested when KxP=2.4, P=0.2 and Q=K/2. As shown in the result in Fig. 12(b), the correct action detection rate keeps nearly 100% when R ranges between 0.07 and 0.17. It means that this group of action amplitude is suitable for deciding user's intentional actions. Taking (P=0.2, K=12, Q=6, and R=0.1) as the optimal parameters, 2 hours of TV user actions including about 50 state transitions are tested, and the correct action detection rate of about 100% is obtained.

D. Computational Cost and Power Consumption

Compared with traditional TV control systems based on hand gestures [10][11][12], the proposed system introduces the AUSR component composed of such modules as action detection and presentation detection. AUSR determines whether the followed gesture recognition module will be activated or not. The percentages of running time in 6 hours for three computation modules are tested, as shown in Fig. 13. In the proposed scheme, the gesture recognition is replaced by action detection and presentation detection in most of the time (about 90%). Among them, the action detection (about 70% running time) is implemented by low-cost sensors. In the experiments, the whole TV control system’s computational cost and power consumption are tested with and without the proposed low-cost scheme respectively. The computational cost is measured by averaged Central Processing Unit (CPU) running percentages, and all the operations related to TV control are counted. The considered power consumption includes the cost of devices and the one of embedded computation modules, while the TV set’s cost is skipped. The energy consumption of TV control systems, with or without the proposed AUSR scheme, is tested. As shown in Table 3, by adopting the AUSR scheme, the TV control system saves about 70% of the computational cost and more than 35% of the power consumption. Especially for the systems based on RGB camera [10][11], more than 50% of power consumption is saved. It shows that the proposed AUSR scheme can reduce much computational cost and power consumption.
II. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an automatic user state recognition scheme is proposed to reduce free-hand TV control's computational cost and power consumption. In this scheme, the low-cost ultrasonic distance sensor array is constructed for detecting the user's intentional actions, the face detection method based on restricted face library is proposed to decide whether the user is present and actively watching TV, and the TV user's states are defined according to the finite-state machine (FSM). Based on the results of action detection and presentation detection, the user state is initialized and updated automatically. The camera
device and gesture recognition module is activated or closed with respect to the recognized user state. For example, only when the user state is Controlling, the hand gesture recognition module is activated, otherwise not. The implemented prototype and experimental results show that the proposed scheme reduces existing gesture control systems’ computational cost and power consumption greatly. This will improve the practical usability of the hand gesture based TV control. In the future, this scheme can be extended to some other touchless TV control systems, such as the voice-based control system and so on.
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